Abstract. This paper develops a Cambrian extension of the work of C. Ceballos, A. Padrol and C. Sarmiento on ν-Tamari lattices and their tropical realizations. For any signature ε ∈ {±} n , we consider a family of ε-trees in bijection with the triangulations of the ε-polygon. These ε-trees define a flag regular triangulation T ε of the subpolytope conv {(e i•
The Tamari lattice is a fundamental structure on Catalan objects (such as triangulations, binary trees, or Dyck paths). Introduced by D. Tamari in [Tam51] , it has been extensively studied and extended in several directions, see in particular [MHPS12] and the references therein. Our objective is to explore the connection between two generalizations of the Tamari lattice: the (type A) Cambrian lattices of N. Reading [Rea06] and the ν-Tamari lattices of L.-F. Préville-Ratelle and X. Viennot [PRV17] . These two generalizations have strong algebraic roots, in connection to cluster algebras [FZ02, FZ03] and multivariate diagonal harmonics [Ber13, BPR12] . This paper heavily relies on the work of C. Ceballos, A. Padrol and C. Sarmiento on the geometry of ν-Tamari lattices [CPS18] . They start from a family of non-crossing alternating trees in bijection with the triangulations of the (n + 2)-gon. These trees define a flag regular triangulation T of the subpolytope U := conv {(e i Our objective is to extend this approach in the type A Cambrian setting. For any signature ε ∈ {±} n , we consider a family of ε-trees in bijection with the triangulations of the ε-polygon. These ε-trees define a flag regular triangulation T ε of U whose dual graph is the Hasse diagram of the (type A) ε-Cambrian lattice of N. Reading [Rea06] . In contrast to the classical Tamari case (obtained when ε = − n ), we are not aware that this triangulation of U was considered earlier in the literature and the proof of its regularity is a little more subtle in the Cambrian case. For any I • ⊆ {0 • , . . . , n • } and J • ⊆ {1 • , . . . , (n + 1) • }, we then consider the restriction T ε I•,J• of the triangulation T ε to the face I• × J• . Its simplices correspond to certain (ε, I • , J • )-trees and its dual graph is the increasing flip graph on these (ε, I • , J • )-trees. Our main combinatorial result is that this increasing flip graph is still an interval of the ε-Cambrian lattice in general. The proof is however more involved than in the classical case (ε = − n ) since this interval does not anymore correspond to a descent class in general. Finally, we mimic the method of [CPS18, Sect. 5 ] to obtain an alternative geometric realization of T This section defines two polygons and certain families of trees associated to a signature ε ∈ {±} n .
1.1. Two ε-polygons. We consider three decorated copies of the natural numbers: the squares N , the blacks N • and the whites N • . For n ∈ N, we use the standard notation and so on for the decorated versions of these intervals. Fix a signature ε ∈ {±} n . We consider two convex polygons associated to the signature ε as follows:
• a (n + 2)-gon P ε with square vertices labeled by [[n ] ] from left to right and where vertex i is above the segment (0 , (n + 1) ) if ε i = + and below it if ε i = −.
• a (2n + 2)-gon P ε • −• with black or white vertices, obtained from P ε by replacing the square vertex 0 (resp. (n + 1) ) by the black vertex 0 • (resp. white vertex (n + 1) • ), and splitting each other square vertex i into a pair of white and black vertices i • and i • (such that the vertices of P 
Note that this graph is geometric: its vertices are considered as vertices of P 
Consider now a maximal non-crossing subgraph t of G ε I•,J• . Then t contains the edge (i • , j • ) (since t is maximal) and either i • or j • is a leaf in t (since t is non-crossing). Assume for example that i • is a leaf and let Although the next statement will directly follow from Proposition 25, we state and prove it here to develop our understanding on the (ε, I • , J • )-complex. Recall that a simplicial complex is a pseudomanifold when it is pure (all its maximal faces have the same dimension) and thin (any codimension 1 face is contained in at most two facets). To show that it is thin, assume by contradiction that a codimension 1 face f is contained in at least three facets
are pairwise crossing and all in the same cell of conv(
does not belong to t and does not cross any edge of t, contradicting the maximality of t.
We say that two (ε, I • , J • )-trees t and t are adjacent, or related by a flip, if they share all but one edge, i.e. if there is (1) Consider two (ε, I • , J • )-trees t and t with t Proof. Point (1) follows by maximality of t since any edge of Figure 3 . In contrast, the edges
and (1 • , 5 • ) of t are not flippable: the first is irrelevant, the second is a leaf, the last is neither irrelevant nor a leaf but still does not satisfy the condition of Proposition 3 (2).
To conclude, we discuss the boundary of the (ε,
The following lemma characterizes the boundary faces of the (ε, • , J • )-forest f with a missing relevant edge δ (resp. an isolated node v) can be completed into a tree t where δ is unflippable (resp. where v is a leaf) and f ⊆ t {δ} (resp. f ⊆ t {v}). 
1.4. ε-trees versus triangulations of P ε . We now focus on the situation where
and we just call ε-trees (resp. forests, resp. complex)
-trees (resp. forests, resp. complex). The following immediate bijection between triangulations of P ε and ε-trees is illustrated in Figure 4 .
1 2 3 5 4 6 7 8 Figure 4 . A triangulation T of P ε (left) and the corresponding ε-tree φ(T ) (right).
is a bijection between the diagonals of P ε and the edges of G ε and induces a bijection between the dissections (resp. triangulations) of P ε and the ε-forests (resp. ε-trees). In particular, the ε-complex is a simplicial associahedron.
Proof. The map φ is clearly bijective and sends crossing (resp. non-crossing) diagonals of P ε to crossing (resp. non-crossing) edges of G ε . Therefore, it sends dissections of P ε to ε-forests. Finally, it sends triangulations of P ε to ε-trees since a triangulation of P ε has 2n + 1 diagonals (including the boundary edges of P ε ) and a ε-tree has 2n + 1 edges.
Corollary 6. For any signature ε ∈ {±} n , there are cat(n) := 1 n+1 2n n many ε-trees. 1.5. Non-crossing matchings. We conclude this section with another family of non-crossing subgraphs of G 
A matching is non-crossing if any two of its edges are non-crossing. See Figure 5 .
• admits a perfect matching, then it has a unique non-crossing perfect matching. Proof. We give an algorithm to construct the unique non-crossing perfect matching of G ε I•,J• . We consider a vertical pile P initially empty. We then read the vertices of I • ∪ J • from left to right. At each step, we read a new vertex k and proceed as follows:
• If k ∈ I • , we insert k on top of P if ε k = + and at the bottom of P if ε k = −.
• If k ∈ J • , then we pop the element on top of P if ε k = + and at the bottom of P if ε k = −, and connect k to .
This algorithm clearly terminates and returns a non-crossing matching as soon as the pile P is never empty when an element of J • is found. This is ensured by the condition
. To see that it constructs the unique non-crossing matching, observe that when a vertex k ∈ J • is found, we have no other choice than connecting it immediately to the last available vertex on top of P if ε k = + and at the bottom of P if ε k = −. Indeed, any other choice would separate some vertices of P to the remaining vertices of J • , and thus ultimately lead to a matching with crossings.
Remark 9. Note that Lemma 8 provides another proof that non-crossing subgraphs of G 
We say that the flip from t to t is slope increasing (or simply increasing) when the following equivalent conditions hold:
(1) the slope of (i • , j • ) is smaller than the slope of (i • , j • ), (2) i • lies below (resp. j • lies above) the line passing through i • and j • , (3) the path
. Otherwise, the flip is called slope decreasing (or simply decreasing).
We leave the immediate proof of this observation to the reader. For example, the flip of Figure 7 . This section is devoted to some natural properties of this graph, which will be used in the next section to show that the increasing flip graph is the Hasse diagram of a lattice.
We start with some symmetries on (ε, I • , J • )-increasing flip graphs which will save us later work. For a signature ε ∈ {±} n , denote by ε and ε the signatures of {±} n defined by . For this, we just need to prove that there is no chain of increasing flips that flips out an edge δ and later flips back in δ.
Consider two adjacent (ε, I • , J • )-trees t and t with t {(i • , j • )} = t {(i • , j • )} such that the flip from t to t is increasing. We claim that any edge δ of G ε I•,J• crossing an edge γ of t with bigger slope also crosses an edge γ of t with bigger slope. Indeed, if γ = (i • , j • ), then γ still belongs to t and γ = γ suits. If γ = (i • , j • ), then δ = (i • , j • ) since the slope of δ is smaller than that of γ = (i • , j • ) in turn smaller than that of (i • , j • ). Therefore, δ must cross two boundary edges of the square
, or the three of them (in which case we choose γ = (i • , j • )). Note that these three edges belong to t by Proposition 3 (1). Moreover, the slope of δ is still smaller than the slope of γ .
Consider now a sequence t 1 , . . . , t p of (ε, I • , J • )-trees related by increasing flips. Assume that an edge δ is flipped out from t k to t k+1 . Then δ crosses an edge of t k+1 with bigger slope, and thus by induction it crosses an edge of t with bigger slope for any > k. Therefore, δ cannot be flipped back in by an increasing flip. Lemma 16. The bijection φ or Proposition 5 between triangulations of P ε and ε-trees preserves increasing flips. Therefore, the transitive closure of the increasing flip graph on ε-trees is isomorphic to the ε-Cambrian lattice. Although we are not able to prove Conjecture 18 in full generality, we will prove Theorem 17 using the following three special cases of Conjecture 18. • Observe first that any (ε,
Indeed, this property holds for tmin (as it contains the edge (i • , • )), and it is preserved by a increasing flip (using Proposition 3 (1)).
. Therefore, using a sequence of decreasing flips fromt to tmin
Finally, there is a sequence of decreasing flips from t to tmin since tmin is the minimal (ε, A similar argument enables to assume that 0 • ∈ I • and (n + 1) Remark 22. Consider a triangulation T of P ε and its corresponding ε-tree t := φ(T ). As defined in [LP18, CP17] , the dual Cambrian tree of T (or of t) is the (oriented and labeled) tree with
• one vertex labeled j for each triangle i j k of T with i < j < k, • one arc between (the vertices corresponding to) any two adjacent triangles, oriented from the triangle below to the triangle above their common diagonal.
The canopy of T (or of t) is the sequence of signs can(T ) = can(t) ∈ {±} n−1 defined by can(T ) i = − is i is below i + 1 in the dual Cambrian tree of T , and can(T ) i = + otherwise. The canopy is a natural geometric parameter as it corresponds to the position of the cone of T in the ε-Cambrian fan of N. Reading and D. Speyer [RS09] with respect to the hyperplanes orthogonal to the simple roots.
For a ε-tree, there is a connection between its canopy and its leaves. Namely, if i • is a black leaf of t, then can(t) i ε i = + and similarly, if j • is a white leaf of t, then can(t) j−1 ε j = −. When ε = − n , the reverse implications hold so that the canopy can(t) can be read directly on the tree t. In particular, the (I • , J • )-trees can be identified as the − n -trees with particular conditions on their canopy. This enables to derive easily Theorem 17 when ε = − n . However, the reverse implications do not always hold for general signatures. For example, the ε-tree t represented in Figure 4 has can(t) 5 ε 5 = + while 5 • is not a leaf of t. 3.2. Regularity. Recall that a triangulation T of a point set P is regular if there exists a lifting function h : P → R such that T is the projection of the lower convex hull of the lifted point set
Then the linear dependence between the vertices of t and t is given by
Therefore, we just need to find a lifting function h :
For this, consider any strictly concave increasing function f : R → R. For a diagonal ζ of P ε , we denote by (ζ) the minimum between the number of vertices of P ε on each side of the diagonal ζ. Consider two crossing diagonals ζ and η of P ε . These diagonals decompose the polygon P ε into four regions that we denote by A, B, C, D such that ζ separates A∪B from C ∪D and |A∪B| ≤ |C ∪D|, Using the strict concavity of f for the first inequality and the increasingness for the second inequality, we obtain that f ( (ζ)) + f ( (η)) > f ( (α)) + f ( (δ)) and f ( (ζ)) + f ( (η)) > f ( (β)) + f ( (γ)). (1) the dual of the collection of cones of the ε-Cambrian fan of [RS09] , or of normal cones of the ε-associahedron of [HL07] , corresponding to an interval of the ε-Cambrian lattice, (2) the dual of a flag regular triangulation of the subpolytope U I•,J• of a product of simplices, (3) the dual of a coherent fine mixed subdivision of a generalized permutahedron, (4) the edge graph of a polyhedral complex defined by a tropical hyperplane arrangement.
